This is a list of articles related to the Gates of the Arctic National Park resident zone communities that are not found in the University of Alaska system. This list was compiled in 2008 by National Park Service employees.
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**Keywords:** Alaska, Choris, Denbigh, ASTt


(Notes: Upper Noatak = headwaters to Anisak R....surveyd by DA during "the latter part of June, 1964 (1 week survey)...flew to unnamed lake btw Kavacharak Tunukuchiak Creeks...Upper Noatak as hunting area during fall and winter for Kobuk Eskimos...middle river Kobukers travel to the Noatak via the Redstone across Ivishak Pass to the Cutler valley, or some travel the Ambler across Nakmaktuak Pass to Nushralutuk Creek and from there through Midas Creek...Located only one site, a rock shelter on the eastern side of Nashralutak Crk, ~ 3 miles below Nakmaktuak Pass..."site was apparently recent"...3 hearths, caribou bones and cut antler (apparently no testing)...lack of sites said to be explained by recent glaciation.)
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